
Identify various species of plants and animals that live in and around rivers and ponds on the given 

mountain. 

Explain how these water bodies affect the water cycle, specifically evaporation. 

In the case of Blackcomb/Whistler Mountains, explore glades as a way of conserving wildlife. 

For Mt. Gombak, how a military zone on it could be used to preserve exotic wildlife. 

If this is done in winter, skiing and snowboarding could be a bonus, thereby making the education 

wholesome. 

Mt. Gombak is 40km west of Hume; Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains are 130km north of 

Vancouver. All three of them are snow covered in winter. 

 

2. Content Standards 

Language Standards: Use context as a clue to the meaning of keywords and phrases. 

Speaking and Listening Standards: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions. 

Reading Standards: Use information gained from illustrations and video content to demonstrate 

understanding. 

Others: To be able to gain knowledge through interaction with the environment 

 

3.Environmental Principles and Concepts: 

Environmental Principle 1:People Depend on Natural Systems. 

Environmental Principle 3: Natural Systems proceed through cycles that humans depend on, benefit 

from, and can alter. 

Environmental Principle 4: There are no Permanent or Impermeable Boundaries that Prevent Matter 

from Flowing Between Systems. 

 

4. Subject and grade level that this material is suitable for 

Ideally grade 7 (which means that Flaiks have to be given out) 

 

5. Introduction: 

This activity will happen as preparation for a visit to a conservation authority that has significant 

wetlands. After completion of this activity the participants will have gained an appreciation of 

mountains, why we cannot just carry on our merry way in lavishly using resources since it would 

have profound effects on nature and hence it could backstab us. Delivery could be in a classroom at 

the school, or in a facility on the respective mountain. 

 

6. Content Background 

This lesson emphasizes the importance of mountain ecosystems and their relative fragility. It also 

considers the importance of the roles that various animal species play to both plants and other 

animals. With regard to the water cycle, the ponds keep water on the land by slowing evaporation, 

and contributes to the infiltration of water into groundwater. They also have snow-making reservoirs 

which can function in a similar way, though man-made. Some of the plant species act as filtering 

agents. The ponds are also significant habitats for many species, some of which are endangered. 



The biggest threat are snowboarders who push all the snow off the mountains. 

 

This is the past essay... 

 

Mt. Gombak has its own unique climate. Although much of the surrounding lowland is either steppes 

(Yuan Ching) or warm temperate deciduous forest (Sungei Kadut, Hume), this mountain towers 

3,400m over the surroundings and as such has managed to cultivate an unusual spectrum of wildlife. 

It also has the source of Badaling River and several lesser rivers. The freezing level varies between 

2,000m in winter to about 4,500m in summer. It is known to be a 'sky paradise' in comparison with 

the surroundings. 

 

The action plan here involves Mt. Gombak, specifically Badaling River and the Gombak alpine. I am 

interested in this because I live about 35km east of Mt. Gombak's peak, in north Hume, where the 

mountain is clearly visible. 

 

There are several renowned universities near Mt. Gombak, the most prestigious one being Hume 

University. Several other polytechnics are found in this region. The action plan's goals for courses 

relating to natural science and geography include the Mt. Gombak ecosystem. In this case, the goal 

is to identify and comprehend threats to this relatively obscure ecosystem, realize how fragile it 

(along with similar ones elsewhere) are, as well as try to raise awareness to the public about 

damaging the ecosystem. This would include Badaling River, which flows from the peak through 

Hume and Yuan Ching to the coast, which are dependent on its water supply. It is fed on some small 

glaciers and the snowpack from Mt. Gombak. 

 

For many years, the Gombak alpine has been flourishing without human activity. However, as the 

population of Sungei Kadut, Hume, Yuan Ching and other settlements increase, it has disrupted that 

ecosystem in general. It doesn't help that there is some military equipment and a small army camp 

on a smaller, slightly lower peak about 7km west of the main peak, meaning that there is a well-

maintained road which makes the place more accessible to human activity. Some of the rare plants 

that take years to painstakingly grow have been found to have antibiotical effects; one of them is 

known to treat the current outspread of Ebola, while there are others which have been largely wiped 

out just for some of their properties. There are animals native to that region, but are being driven to 

extinction from trophy hunting. Additionally, due to the increased pollution and global warming 

effects caused by urban areas, it has caused the animals' and plants' behaviour to change 

considerably. They also survive at higher altitudes as compared to the past. This is why there must 

be awareness that one's daily actions, even if it doesn't directly involve being physically in the region, 

can still carry substantial impact, that life systems are interconnected. 

 

Aside from the Gombak alpine, there is a dam lower down along Badaling River, supplying Hume 

with clean electricity. However, this dam itself has caused interference with nature. Furthermore, due 

to negligence, there are now signs of damage on that dam. With warmer weather comes earlier 

melting of the snowpack, which leads to the river running dry in the late summer, the dam near 

Hume to be unable to allow reliable hydroelectricity and more intense flooding behind the dam in 

spring. If the dam were to give way in the spring, the resulting burst of water can easily wipe out a 

substantial portion of Hume, including the University itself. Lack of a source of river water means that 



crops grown west of Hume will wilt unless the environment is damaged further to pipe more water 

there, meaning that Hume can suffer a food and water crisis. Furthermore, the farmers near Hume, 

trying to boost their agricultural output, have been applying excess fertilizer, which has affected 

Hume and Yuan Ching's water supply, since their water comes chiefly from Badaling River. Algae 

blooms have also ruined recreation and aesthetics of Hume; these are caused by the excess 

fertilizer. 

 

The students involved in the plan could work collaboratively with the weather or ranger station(s) in 

the alpine to study the effects of various things that have occured. Vidia, Periwinkle and Silvermist 

can work together as the teacher-fairy mentors. Perhaps a comparison of the conditions in the 

unrestricted vs restricted area to show the effects of our actions on the ecosystem, since the 

restricted areas would have their wildlife untouched. This would most likely require an internship 

over a year to allow first-hand work at various points in the year. There may also need to have 

permission from Gombak's Army Camp to access certain areas to allow for direct comparison. It 

would be understood that escorts may be required to prevent any rogue person from accessing 

classified information. 

 

As for lower parts of Badaling River on Mt. Gombak, it would involve showing the farmers how to 

avoid applying excess fertilizer, so that there would not be too much spillage into the waters. The 

effects of the fertilizer could wear off after some time, restoring the full beauty of both Hume and the 

scene from the Gombak alpine. Equipment for testing and collecting samples of water upstream of 

Hume can also help. The total cost could be around a thousand dollars per person involved. 

 

Several things will happen concurrently. In the summer, for instance, the effect of growth of 

vegetation and the animal symbiosis could be investigated. The rate of retreat of snow and possibly 

small glaciers could also be seen and measured relative to past records. Some restorative work 

could also be done according to the season. Equipment for Hume and Yuan Ching, since these 

regions are well within sight from the Gombak alpine and could be looked at. Litter picking 

near/along Badaling River (including Hume itself). 

 

Must discuss the importance of geo-literacy and the watershed involved before proceeding. River 

and alpine comparisons using past data and maps from different historical periods. Students should 

share their findings and concerns through some means of their choice and are suggested to be 

creative as possible. They should be split into groups with defined roles. Perhaps some of them 

could do the river while others do in the alpine? 

 

โกงคนอ่ืน ชีวิตไมเ่จริญหรอกนะ สสั พลโูตที่รัก เหน่ือยไหมหวัใจ นอนฟังเพลงทัง้วนัเลยฮะ คิดถึงจงุรุ่น ยงัยกุนัป่าววะ ดีนะไมรุ้่ ถ้ารุก็ค งไมไ่ป 

ชา่ยๆ สวยกนัทกุคนเลย คิดถึงทกุคนนะ ไอ้เหีย้บอย ถ้ากตูอ่ยเฮ้อหน้าก ูพงัหมดและสดึ ใคชนะเจ๊ตอ่ยแมง่เร มีคนห้ามก่อน แตน่ี่ดนัโดนหม 
ากดัตอนตอ่ยกะมนัอิก หมาเชีน้ แลกกนัคนละหลายหมดัย ุหน้าฉันเละเลย หมาน่ิมนัจงัใลเนอะเอา ยาให้แมง่แดรกเรยแสรส อุ๊ ต๊ะน่าเจ้ 
แตย่งัใงก้อเปะยุว่นร้ สงัเกตดทุี่ใต้ ตาด้านซ้าย มิลจะบวมนร้เจ้ ใช ่โมโหวะ่ แตย่งัแอฟถ่ายยนุะ บี๊เลย รอครัง้หน้า ละกนัวนันีค้นเยอะ ไมรุ่นะ เน่ีย 
เหนรุปอ ่หรอ สวยปะล ่เจรงจ ังจะเป็มัก้ดสรัุ มนัจงัใลเนอ ฉัมสังัสดและสดึสรสอุ๊ ไหนังเลงทัง้วยัดถึจงุรุ่นยั เหมือนไม ่ใชเ่ราแต ่มนัก็คือเรา 
วดันีแ้หละ ที่ค้นหานาน เพราะจ าอวดัไมไ่ด้ ตอนนีรู้้แล้ว โอ้ยอยากไปว ั

 


